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Applications Area Working Group
Agenda

• Blue sheets, administrivia, etc. (chairs) [5 mins]
• Work completed since IETF 84
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-http-forwarded (RFC Editor Queue)
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-media-type-suffix-regs (RFC Editor Queue)
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-about-uri-scheme (RFC6694)
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-received-state (RFC6729)
• Documents in progress
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-malformed-mail
    • New version plus additional editor, please review
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-json-{pointer,patch}
    • Status, initiate WGLC (Mark Nottingham) [20 mins]
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-webfinger
    • Open issues, service discovery topics (Paul Jones, Mike Jones) [25 mins]
  – draft-ietf-appsawg-acct-uri
    • Initiate WGLC
• Proposed documents
  – draft-daboo-agreggated-service-discovery (Cyrus Daboo) [10 mins]
  – draft-goix-appsawg-enum-acct-uri update (Kepeng Li) [5 mins]
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Agenda

• apps-discuss traffic discussion (ADs) [5 mins]
• Do we need a JSON Working Group? (ADs) [10 mins]
• BoF previews: (various presenters) [15 mins]
  – WPKOPS (Web PKI operations)
  – VIDEOCODEC (Internet Video Codec)
  – IRS (Interface to the Routing System)
  – SACM (Security Automation and Continuous Monitoring)
  – CERTRANS (Certificate Transparency)
  – MDNSEXT (Extension to Bonjour protocol suite)
  – FMC (Fixed Mobile Convergence)
  – HTTPAUTH (HTTP Authentication Mechanism)
  – RFCFORM (RFC Format)
• JSON Content Rules (Andy Newton) [15 mins]
• DMARC (Tim Draegen) [10 mins]
• IPv6 Zone Identifiers in URIs (Bob Hinden) [15 mins]
• W3C: URIs vs. IRIs, and HTML protocol handlers & IANA (Larry Masinter) [10 mins]